Abstract

Over the last fifty years, organ transplantation has become a routine medical procedure, bringing immense benefits to the patients. In Poland, to 2018 by DBD donors (Donor after Brain Death) accounted for about 95% of all donors and about 5% were living donors. A completely unused group are DCD donors (Donors after Cardiac Death).

Material and Methods: The survey was done among 500 people from medical staff of intensive care unit and intensive cardiological care where the probability of receiving anonymous donation after circulatory death is the highest, yet only 368 people had filled the survey and their cases were taken into consideration as far as the study was concerned. The rest of people surveyed were not taken into consideration as they had not filled the survey. The survey was conducted in the form of a self-projected questionnaire based on Hospital Attitude Survey.

Results: The study showed that 98.4% of respondents accept the transplant. As many as 93.1% of people did not know the Maastricht classification and 57.5% claimed that in Poland there is a permission to take organs from people with a non-beating heart.

Discussion: The study found that perceiving the potential of heart-warming donations from donors depends on their professional position. Unlike nurses, the doctor does not see the potential of transplantation from donors with a non-beating heart. Referring to the results of studies in other countries of the European Union, there is an immense difference between personal attitude towards organ donation from patients after brain death DBD and towards patients after circulatory death DCD.
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Introduction

Over the last 50 years, the average waiting time for organ transplantation in Poland was 10 months. Some people placed on the organ transplant list have never received one. An important issue is to find solutions to increase the number of donors. DBD donors (donors after irreversible cessation of brain function) accounted for about 95% of all, whereas less than 5% of donors were alive statistically in Poland since 2015.

A completely unused group of potential organ donors is a group of DCD donors (donors after irreversible detention of circulation). The subject of this work is the assessment of the level of knowledge of medical staff working in the intensive care ward and intensive cardiological care ward. In those wards there is the highest probability of potential identification of the donor who died as a result of the mechanism of irreversible detention of circulation (DCD donor). The type and nature of necessary training were determined in the conducted study, as well as a form which the staff would be most eager to take part in. No potential donor has been reported and no organ has been taken from the DCD donor in Poland until 2014. Poltransplant statistics show that only in 2015 there were reported 3 potential DCD donors (0.4%, DBD donors: 703-99.6%). In 2016, 9 potential candidates were reported as DCD donors (1.3%) [1] despite the existence of a law permitting organ donation from DCD donors type I and II. The use of organs from DCD donors is now another possible way to extend the limited donor pool [5]. Four categories of DCD donors were identified and described as part of the first international DCD conference in Maastricht In 1995.

Type I: patients who died before arrival at the hospital to whom any resuscitation is not advisable. Type II: patients who died of irreversible cardiac arrest caused most often by heart diseases, bleeding into the central nervous system. Type III: patients with severe damage to the central nervous system that does not meet the criterion of brain death. Type IV: donors who were diagnosed with brain death based on valid criteria. First category represents uncontrolled donors and includes DCD donors type I and II. Second category consists of controlled donors who can be divided into two types, III and IV. Polish law does not allow donation of organs which belong to type III donors. The aim of this study was to assess the knowledge and to analyze training needs of healthcare professionals are necessary to increase the percentage of organ donation and transplantation. Poland was one of the 18 countries which participated in the long-term (2007-2009) ETPOD (European Training Program on Organ Donation) project. The basis of the project was to increase general knowledge about donors after brain death (DBD) and awareness of organ donation [3,4]. The use of organs from DCD donors is now another possible way to extend the limited donor pool [5]. Four categories of DCD donors were identified and described as part of the first international DCD conference in Maastricht In 1995.

Type I: patients who died before arrival at the hospital to whom any resuscitation is not advisable. Type II: patients who died of irreversible cardiac arrest caused most often by heart diseases, bleeding into the central nervous system. Type III: patients with severe damage to the central nervous system that does not meet the criterion of brain death. Type IV: donors who were diagnosed with brain death based on valid criteria. First category represents uncontrolled donors and includes DCD donors type I and II. Second category consists of controlled donors who can be divided into two types, III and IV. Polish law does not allow donation of organs which belong to type III donors. The aim of this study was to assess the knowledge and to analyze training needs of healthcare professionals are necessary to increase the percentage of organ donation and transplantation. Poland was one of the 18 countries which participated in the long-term (2007-2009) ETPOD (European Training Program on Organ Donation) project. The basis of the project was to increase general knowledge about donors after brain death (DBD) and awareness of organ donation [3,4]. The use of organs from DCD donors is now another possible way to extend the limited donor pool [5]. Four categories of DCD donors were identified and described as part of the first international DCD conference in Maastricht In 1995.
needs of medical staff of intensive care units and intensive cardiac care departments in the field of donation of organs from donors who died as a result of irreversible cardiac arrest (DCD).

Material and Methods

The study used a questionnaire based on HAS one (Hospital Attitude Survey). It was designated for doctors and nurses from those units in which identification of DCD donors is mostly plausible. The questionnaire consisted of 23 questions, of which 20 were closed ones and 3 of them were open ones in which the respondent was free to express his opinion. The questions tested the knowledge of procedures regarding the organ procurement and care of DCD donors. The questionnaire also checked whether the personnel were competent enough to identify DCD donors and whether the personnel were familiar with provisions of the Maastricht classification of DCD donors. The research covered 500 employees of hospitals in the West Pomeranian, Pomeranian and Lubuskie voivodships, 368 of all returned the questionnaire. The study did not reject incomplete questionnaires, information on the number of respondents who marked the same answers in individual questions was included in the statistical description. The study covered medical personnel from Intensive Care Units (ICU) and intensive cardiac care. The selection of units was determined by the highest probability of contact with potential donors after irreversible cardiac arrest (DCD). The sample included women N=282, M=42.50, SD=8.23 and men N=86, M=40.59, SD=9.50 working as doctors and nurses serving the above-mentioned hospital wards. The questions in the questionnaire dealt with issues related to transplants as a treatment option [6-8].

Results

Statistical analyzes were performed using the IBM SPSS Statistics 23 package, which was used to analyze basic descriptive statistics and to check the chi square independence test. The level of significance was considered p<0.05 and the results as 0.05<p<0.1 were statistically significant. Statistical analysis was carried out using the chi square independence test. It was checked whether there are statistically significant relationships between the professional position of the examined persons and their knowledge of the criteria necessary for the identification of a potential DCD donor. The conducted analysis turned out to be statistically significant. There is a weak correlation between professional position and death criterion, Cramer’s V=0.21.

Discussion

The main factors associated with the organ procurement and identification of donors are goodwill, knowledge and qualifications of employees of ICU and Intensive Cardiac Care Departments. The attitude of medical personnel to the idea of transplantation is extremely important. As far as the psychological approach is concerned, difficult moment for medical staff is the situation in which the effort made to save the patient’s life goes to waste at the time of his death. Referring to the results of research carried out in other European Union countries and other countries around the world, there are noticeable difficulties and significant differences in personal attitudes towards the identification of organs in mentioned two types of donors, those after the irreversible cessation of brain function and donors after irreversible cardiac arrest. The cohort population was based on the potential donors of a

Figure 1: Which criteria are appropriate to diagnose death in case of potential organ donor?
controlled type of DCD in the Donor of the Donation Program of Life (DSA), which includes eastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey and Delaware. Based on a census from 2000, this area included 10.2 million Americans or 3.62% of the US population [9]. The annual survey of 130 out of 21802 deaths in the 50 hospitals studied were potentially eligible DCDs. Out of these potential DCDs, clinicians identified 108 patients (49 optimal and 59 non-optimal, 83.1%) before OPO before discontinuing life support therapy. Among 108 potential DCDs that were identified and sent back, 108 organs were actually transplanted from 50 donors (2.16 organ per donor). The lack of transplantation from the other 58 identified potential donors was due to family refusals or because the organs were considered unsuitable for transplantation at the time of recovery [10]. In Belgium, Vincent and his colleagues from University Libre de Bruxelles carried out a study using a short questionnaire which defined the attitudes and feelings of nursing staff in the intensive care unit with reference to established donors after the program of cardiac death. Despite several educational sessions, only 3% of nurses felt that they were adequately informed about DCD. 38% of nurses were less comfortable with DCD than with donation of DBD organs. 76% of nurses needed additional information about DCD procedures [11,12]. With regard to the pilot study of Zellweger and colleagues on the experiences of the nurses and medical staff at university hospitals in Geneva, Polish medical staff answering to open questions also focused on psychological aspects. Difficulties were related to family contact and criteria for the identification of a DCD donor (Figures 2 and 3).

Conclusion

The success of the transplantation is based on the cooperation and professional knowledge of medical personnel involved in the process of identification and allocation of DCD. Regular training and psychological support is required for medical personnel so that they can feel suitably qualified. It will significantly increase comfort and affect the confidence in making decisions. Emphasis should be placed, above all, on the transparency of procedures to avoid possible doubts [13]. A detailed analysis of the requirements in terms of staff knowledge and training has created the need to prepare training sessions to disseminate knowledge about DCD donors and organ transplantation from those donors. It is also necessary to familiarize with the procedures regarding the identification of them. The study also indicates the need for psychological support for medical personnel involved in the process of identification of DCD donors.
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